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May 2016
Community Wins a Few: Castelar, Yale Street, CDN Workers
National Lodge Ready for DC Visit

SF Chinese Hospital Shows New Building
Mother’s Day May 8 APA Heritage Month (APAHM) Memorial Day May 30
C.A.C.A.’s DC Team: “Ready to Go”

L. A. Lodge Meet & Eat

In over a decade of annual Capitol Hill visits, this Team
from the Chinese American Citizens Alliance may
experience the most exciting program ever, thanks to the
stellar planning of National Pres. Edmond Gor and NVP
Ted Gong. Before visits to Congressional officials’ offices
are even scheduled, the proposed week-long schedule is
already filled with must-attend segments.
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First Saturday May 7, 2016
Los Angeles Lodge Business Meeting
3-5 pm, at 415 Bamboo Lane
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Guests; Our Fundraiser; DC Trip Team Report,
Citizenship, Community; Membership; Chung Wah
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The week will begin with a two-day symposium hosted
by 1882 Project and the Smithsonian Institution. This series
was initiated to serve as the national educational follow-on
to the passage of “Expression of Regret” Congressional
Resolutions by Rep. Judy Chu. The Steering Committee,
co-led by C.A.C.A., discovered at that time that the
American public, including the youngest Chinese
Americans, was losing understanding of the tragic impact of
Exclusion, and its negative statement on race attitudes in
America, never quite healed. The symposium series aims at
defining the topics and modern methods to convey this
education to all of America, in the widest, most efficient
way possible. One such focus to be explored will be cultural
and historical tourism, as a new means of preserving
Chinese American historical sites and history. [DC cont. p.2]

Master Chef

937 N. Hill St., Chinatown, 5:30 pm
Your Gracious Host
The L.A. Dinner Fund

ALL MEMBERS, FRIENDS OF ALL LODGES WELCOME!
GUESTS, NON-HOSTING MEMBERS: $15

Contact:Al Soo-Hoo, alsoohoo@msn.com, Annie
Yee, wishbone168@hotmail.com.
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Greater San Gabriel Valley Lodge

Second Mon. May 9, 2016,
Board Meet 6:30 PM; Dinner after 7:00 PM;
Empress Harbor Restaurant
U

2016 L.A. Lodge Leadership Internship Program

U

111 N. Atlantic, 3rd floor #305, Monterey Park

All Members & Friends, All Lodges, $15 ea,
5B

John Y. Wong, jw@jwcommercial.com ; Charles Mau, takmau888@gmail.com
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美 国 同 源 会 -橙 县 分 会
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C.A.C.A. of Orange County

Interest?-Call Henry Yee, (714) 842-0029, yeehenry.cpa@verizon.net,
HU

or Nat. Executive Bob Gin, rlgin1@aol.com
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Your 2016 Dues Are Due (If You Haven’t Paid)

Due to rising costs, we are suspending service of certain
complimentary copies beginning in May. If you are a Member
of L.A., GSGV, or OC Lodges, there is no change.
Donations: We thank PGP and Bro. Nowland Hong and
Lodge Past Pres Winston Wu for their $100 each to L.A.
Lodge.
U

U

Publication made possible by a grant from Los
Angeles C.A.C.A. Community Action, a 501c3

The L.A. Lodge Leadership Internship Program is a
paid, eight-week projects-based program sponsored by
C.A.C.A. Los Angeles by a grant from L.A. C.A.C.A.
Community Action. It will begin June 13 and end on
August 5, 2016. Stipend will be $800.00 (U.S.) per intern
made possible through a generous grant from C.A.C.A. Los
Angeles Community Action. The interns, called “Summer
Associates,” will engage hands-on in major projects that
further Purposes and Objectives of the nation’s oldest civil
rights and social advocacy organization for American
citizens of Chinese ancestry:
• pursuing the highest ethics, morals, and values,
• practicing and defending American citizenship and
American patriotism,
• bettering the economic and political opportunities in
our communities,
• preserving historical and cultural traditions, and
• assuring the education of our youth and community.
[Internship, cont. p. 2]

Interns will gain applicable experience and leadership for
future involvement with C.A.C.A. or other nonprofit
community organizations. Summer Associates will participate
in various projects for the Chapter, including the C.A.C.A.
Los Angeles Fundraiser Dinner, July 10, 2016. Applications
and support materials must be submitted by Wednesday, May
11, 2016, 11:59pm PST. Finalists will be notified for
interviews no later than Wednesday, May 18.
Selected
Associates will be notified no later than Wednesday, May 25.
For more information on the Internship Program as well as
downloading the application, visit
cacanational.org/htmlPages/los_angeles_lodge.html.

Captain Wells’ Book on a Shipwreck involving Early
Chinese Emigrants [by Charles Mau]

A Summer Fundraiser:
Mark your date for July 10 to
support the programs and
community activities of L.A.
Lodge with a fun Late
Celebration of Independence
Day and Groundbreaking
(1957). [See enclosed flyer].
A Day at the Theater: Join
Annie at Pasadena Playhouse
for an afternoon (2pm) with
Sandra Sing Loh, noted
Chinese American scientist
(CITgrad) who is also a noted
comedienne/ raconteur/author.
Or is it the other way around?
No matter. Limited number of
tickets
from
Annie
at

$25. Wishbone168@hotmail.com.

Lifetime Memberships Voted at GSGV Lodge
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GSGV Lodge co-sponsored with Bruggemeyer Library of
Monterey Park a book presentation on April 3 by Captain
Robert Wells who had a distinguished 30-year career service
with the US Navy. Entitled “Voices from the Bottom of the
South China Sea”, the book tells the story of the sinking of a
US steamship off the coast of southern China in 1874 where
almost 400 Chinese passengers returning home from America
perished. It describes the historical context of a maritime
tragedy, intertwined with early Chinese migrant workers, the
steamship and its entire boat crew, and the burgeoning transPacific trade with China in those days. Well researched, the
book provides a valuable record on an aspect of pre-exclusion
Chinese American history that was often overlooked.

L.A. Lodge and Pres. Annie Yee Announce:
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Internships [cont. from p.1]

The book event was well attended by over 50, with
members of the GSGV and Los Angeles Lodges, who
expressed interest and appreciation by asking many questions.
Mayor Peter Chan, a Brother, thanked the author for writing
this book that
touches on the
life of early
Chinese
emigrants
to
America. Sister
Lisa
Yang
extended
the
initial invitation
to the author,
and VP Charles
Mau
chaired
arrangements.
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L to R: Charles Mau, Robert Wells, Munson Kwok, Lisa Yang,
author’s Mom, Virginia Wells and Paul Perez

Winston Wu Honored!

Chair (Bro.) Robert Gin has announced that Bro. Winston Wu
is among three honorees at the upcoming Monterey Park
Library Foundation Gala, May 19, 6pm reception, at
Luminarias Restaurant. This is the annual fundraiser for a
truly worthy cause and a truly worthy guy, at $65 & up. There
will
be
C.A.C.A.
tables.
Contact
Annie
or
Charles
Yee,
wishbone168@hotmail.com
Mau, takmau888@gmail.com

In the GSGV Lodge meeting on April 11, members voted
to start offering lifetime memberships with a one-time
payment of $500 of membership dues. There is a second tier
of 10-year membership with a one-time payment of $250.
These memberships are created for the convenience of those
Lodge members who enjoy being a loyal participant in the
organization but without the need to be reminded of
membership fee payment every year.
Frontloading
membership fees in this fashion may facilitate the Lodge to
better utilize its resources at hand. Lodge by-laws will be
modified to reflect this change.

Comfort Women” Issue back in the News [C. Mau]
A recent comment by a former Glendale mayor at a
Council Meeting gave the false impression that the “comfort
women” issue was permanently settled with the joint
announcement between the Republic of Korea and the
Japanese government late last year. This prompted an alarm
amongst the Korean American community who viewed the
agreement as sham, without proper consultation with the
victims and done under enormous international pressures. At
the Glendale City Council on April 12, Korean American
Forum of California refuted the validity of the joint agreement
between ROK and Japan. On behalf of GSGV Lodge and
with Brother David Yuen’s help, VP Charles Mau made a
statement at the Council in support of the Korean community
in pursuing a truly sincere apology and appropriate
compensation from Japan for the surviving “comfort women”,
including not only Korean but all other Asian nationalities
who suffered a similar fate. He further called into question the
sincerity of Prime Minster Abe’s apology, as the Japanese
government kept backtracking on its commitment ever since
the joint announcement. In response, the Glendale City
Council agreed to not let go the issue until a real final
settlement agreeable to all is reached.

C.A.C.A. Foundation Scholarships
The Chinese American Citizens Alliance Foundation of
Los Angeles Lodge is please to announce that scholarship

Students of Chinese descent studying at a recognized
institution of college or university in California are welcome
to apply. Students must be presently a sophomore and will be
a junior in the fall, 2016. The scholarships are awarded
primarily based on scholastic achievements. Additional
consideration is given to community involvement and
extracurricular activities. Applications must be postmarked on
or before June 30, 2016. Also, applicants must be available
for an in-person interview in Los Angeles, tentatively
scheduled on July 30, 2016. Questions concerning the
application
process
may
be
directed
to cacafoundation@gmail.com.

DC [cont. from p.1]

SF’s Chinese Hospital Cuts Ribbon

On April 16, San Francisco Chinatown’s Chinese
Hospital held open house and cut the ribbon to enter the brand
new facility. The newly completed building, located on the
site of the historic 1924 building, will provide, relative to the
old plant, more modernized medical treatment with bed
capacity increased at least 50% for a growing Chinatown.
Present were representatives of the Chinese American Citizens
Alliance from SF Lodge. Both the National ($5,000) and SF
Lodges were major donors; SF Lodge donated $55,000.
Further, the Alliance is one of the 15 founding organizations
dating back to the 1923-24 era. Sitting as the Alliance’s
Board of Trustees Member is NE Faye Woo Lee. Says Woo,
“I am very proud that C.A.C.A. was one of the 15 community
organizations that worked together...over 100 years ago, when
our community was denied health care…due to racial
discrimination.”
One of the Hospital’s senior leaders, a retired head of the
Health Plan, noted, “The new hospital is truly state of the art
and the architects and designers did a real good job!” The
only visible indication of an historic site is a floor-to-roof
image imprint of several historical photos. Patients will not
enter the facility until mid-summer, after the official
certification by the hospital inspector.
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A related opportunity for Team Members will be a visit to
the National Archives to see the outstanding, relatively new
exhibit, “Records of Rights.”
If any Member has any
question of what the Alliance mission is, and why it is needed
to this day, a necessary visit must be made if ever in DC. The
exhibit examines the impacts, bad and good, in America of the
Constitution, particularly the Bill of Rights, traced from its
intellectual origins in an authentic earliest copy of the Magna
Carta. Archives staffers will brief on the holdings and their
usage.

Altogether for those who signed up and were accepted,
this version of the DC Team experience may be more
memorable and productive than most.
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applications for 2016 will be accepted starting May 1,
2016. Up to eleven $1000 scholarships will be awarded to
university students of Chinese descent. Application forms
may be downloaded, beginning May 1 from the Foundation
website at www.cacafoundation.org.

Congressional visits to local Congresspersons are always
the centerpiece. This year’s topics will focus on birthright
citizenship in immigration, on veterans’ issues, and historic
and cultural preservation. The latter is becoming an important
thrust to Alliance interests looking into the future as the
history of the Chinese in the United States becomes longer,
with the earliest periods becoming increasingly fuzzy to all.
The biggest action of interest locally is the introduction of the
bill to create the Rim of the Valley by Rep. Adam Schiff. The
prospect is high that Los Angeles Chinatown will be included
in the area to be defined, and now Rep. Ted Lieu is proposing
the adding of beach coastal areas.

CA

DC Team leaders have also arranged access to the annual
White House briefings for AAPIs, held later in a week. Pres.
Gor has arranged a first ever C.A.C.A. White House tour for
the entire Team of over 24 participants, representing a
majority of the Lodges. Los Angeles is sending Sis. and NE
Susan Dickson as well as PNP (Bro.) Munson Kwok and NRE
and Historian (Sis.) Suellen Cheng, mainly to participate in the
symposium. GSGV is sending its VP and Special Assistant
(Bro.) Charles Mau.

A highlight event is always the annual APACIS
fundraising gala, in which C.A.C.A. has annually participated
for several years. This year’s version promises to be a stellar
occasion as Los Angeles Chinatown’s own Congressperson,
Xavier Becerra, will be honored for his lifetime achievement
in leadership and inter-ethnic relations, particularly with the
Asian Pacific American community. Now it has been
announced that the Keynote Speaker will be Pres. Barack
Obama, a rare occurrence indeed. It is furthered rumored that
2016 Presidential candidates may appear.

Yale Street Redux

An improved plan for rebuilding Yale Street between
Alpine and College Sts. was unveiled by Los Angeles City
designers and engineers at a community workshop hosted by
CD1 Councilman Cedillo’s office, on March 14. The problem
was due to the increasing endangerment of young Castelar
students in their morning drop-offs and afternoon pick-ups.
Numerous examples of vehicles stopping in the middle of the
street, jay walking, and vehicle U-turns on Yale after drop-offs
could be seen, as verified by George Yu’s BID patrols. In the

afternoon, a similar problem at Confucius School was
occurring. The prior plan removed significant number of
parking spaces, provided a new traffic bottleneck, and added
potential new public safety factors in the landscaping design.
Sharon Lowe of CD1 reported that it was the results of 100’s
of letters and emails voicing safety concerns, back in 2010-11.
The upgraded plan preserves all 50 parking spaces, even
possibly adding one or two, creates a curbside valet zone for
dropoffs and reduces the density and heights of centerline
landscaping to improve street visibility for those still insistent
on opposite curb drop-offs of students. Only five trees with
slimmer trunks will be planted now on the centerline. The

NE and former Castelar teacher Susan Dickson assisted
new Principal Shum on a committee to craft the proposed
upgrade plan to CD 1 for the City Engineers to ponder and
apply. If on schedule, construction begins June 13 and is
completed by August 1.

Employees Win Against Chinese Daily News

In sum, Wong reports, “Metro Charter has publicly stated
to its parents that they will not be co-locating at Castelar
Elementary in the 2016-2017 school year…Our principal was
given permission by his higher-ups to inform Castelar families
that Metro Charter School would not be coming. We believe
that the combined efforts of the community, family, and friends
of Castelar have staved off the possible co-location by Metro
Charter School and sincerely thank everyone for their support.
Please spread the word that Chinatown's excellent and
historic neighborhood school is too important to the kids and
the community to be sliced up and compromised. “

He further urges, “Please encourage family and friends
who live or work in the area to consider enrolling their kids at
Castelar and check out the Mandarin Dual Language
program as well. Please stay in touch through our
WeHeartCastelar
group
page
on
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/weheartcastelar/
.” A community victory-------for now.
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The issues of abuse and violations of federal and state
labor laws, short changes on wages, and so on traced back to
well before the turn of the Century (2000). An attempt to
organize a union in 2001 was blocked by News. With no
recourse and a deaf corporation, an original 18 employees and
ex-employees filed a class action suit in 2004. The class was
to balloon to over 200 in both LA and SF. A judge ruled in
favor of employees in 2004, followed by a jury trial and years
of appeals. Finally News has settled for $7.8 million. Of the
original 18, only 3 stuck it out. Among them was Lynne
Wang, Chinatown’s best beat reporter ever, who was to lose
her job after a demotion, resultant of the battle. She is now a
free lance reporter and historian. She had gotten L.A. Lodge
to support the cause and a Resolution of support was passed at
the 2003 Pasadena convention, Bro. Winston Wu recalls.
Later, she joined C.A.C.A. for several years. Wang said she
wanted other Asian immigrant workers to have access to aid
and advice when they had to pursue similar lawsuits so
$100,000 was allocated to UCLA, Loyola Law School and
USC Gould School of Law. Another victory to community
and congratulations to (Sis.) Lynne Wang.
[Partially
excerpted from L.A. Times,C2, 03/18/2016 and Shan Li.]

of organizations and hundreds of letters and emails. What
seemed a heavy-handed intrusion at this time was not
welcomed. A protest march was even conducted and
testimony given at a hearing.
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center island strip is still maintained to eliminate U-turns.
CCBA VP Jeannie Wong and BID ED George Yu pronounced
the changes “satisfactory.”

Castelar Community Fends Off Charter

CA

Parent Martin Wong (he the founder and publisher of
Giant Robot) came to the L.A. Lodge April meeting and
presented a crisis issue of a nationwide charter school trying to
move into three vacant classrooms at historic Castelar School,
Chinatown’s own elementary school. Enrollment was slightly
down and teaching vacancies unfilled, so Metro Charter
pounced. Parents and staff protested because the rooms were
used for enriching activities for the students, such as arts, after
hours. The concerned group galvanized the Chinatown
community, including the Alliance, which responded
immediately with its protest letter to LAUSD, joining scores

Sherry Chen Fired

We have learned that Sherry Chen, hydrologist with the
National Weather Service under the Department of Commerce,
has been fired by the Department of Commerce as of the first
week in April, 2016. Chen had been falsely suspected of
spying for China, which was dismissed before formal charges
were filed, then suspended from her job in her unit, until this
final event. It is likely she did violate some Department
security rules and procedures. Members of Congress and
national community organizations had interceded to possibly
prevent her official arrest, but apparently could not save her
position. National groups may do a Relief Fund during her
unemployment.

Driver Arrested in Hong Hit and Run Fatality
Monterey Park police have now apprehended Cecelia
DeToledo as the hit and run minivan driver who killed KwaiLing Hong on a MP street in January. DeToledo is a mother
and apparently a novice driver. After hitting Hong she drove
on unawares, dragging him to her house in Alhambra. Finally
alerted by an onlooker, she called 911. Son George Hong said
in the L.A. Times, April 22, “We’re happy that
finally happened, but it’s just one step.” The
community including Los Angeles Lodge had
been mobilized to protest before City Council on
the slowness of the MPPD in making a
determination and arrest, some two months ago.

[photo courtesy Martin Wong, weheartCastelar website on Facebook.]

Tanaka Convicted
Paul Tanaka, once Mayor of Gardena, a
candidate for LA county sheriff, and prominent
Japanese American community leader (and a
member of L.A. Lodge), has been convicted
recently in Federal Court of obstruction of justice
and conspiracy in the case of the concealment of
an inmate working for the FBI on possible
violations in the Sheriff’s Department.
Sentencing in mid-May.
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C.A.C.A. and friends at 2016 CAM Installation
Dinner. (right and below)
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Bro. Darren Ng, 2nd from right, named one of
the CCBA Outstanding Youth.

C.A.C.A. at API for Warren
Furutani State Senate 35th
District Gathering, Mar 31,
2016
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Brothers Ed Lew (Distinguished Service) and Nowland Hong
(Lifetime Achievement) honored by Southern California Chinese
Lawyers Association.
(left) Honorees with VIP guests. From left: Hon. Ed Chau, Cal
State Assemblyperson; Ed Lew; Nowland Hong; and Hon. Judy
Chu, U.S. Congresswoman.
(below) C.A.C.A. and Friends at the Lawyers’ Awards Gala.

CA

(right) LA Lodge President Annie Yee (2nd left) at CAUSE dinner
(below) C.A.C.A. dignitaries at the CAUSE Dinner with Charlie Woo

Bro. George Carney at History Day at the Azusa Pacific University
(APU). L.A. Lodge is co-sponsor and provided award winners’
plaques. Bro. George presented the awards. [Rick Eng pic]

Chinese American Citizens Alliance
Los Angeles Lodge “Over A Century of Service”
415 Bamboo Lane
Los Angeles, CA. 90012

FIRST CLASS
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Southern California Times

To:
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May 2016: Year of Red Monkey 4713
2016 Edition of “Southern California Times” made possible by Los Angeles C.A.C.A. Community Action, Inc.

Send items, comments, and protests to Editor Munson Kwok, (310) 645-1369 phone/FAX, or Munsonak@aol.com. Co-Ed.: Rick Eng, Winston Wu, Philip Young.
Staff: OC Lee, Albert Lu. Bulletin Committee: Suellen Cheng, Jade Flores, Gordon Hom, Munson Kwok, Collin Lai, Susan Hum Lai, Albert Lu, Charles Mau, Will
Tham, John Y. Wong, Winston K. Wu, Henry Yee, Annie Yee, Nancy Yee, Philip Young.

Coverage Photos by: OC Lee, Rick Eng, Annie Yee, and friends

Printed by GS Printing, www.gsprint.com or gs.printing@gmail.com. Tel: 626-442-2278.

Lodges & L.A. Community Calendar

Los Angeles Lodge Meet and Dinner, 1st Sat. May 7, 2016. 5:30 pm. Master Chef. 937 N Hill, Chinatown, Annie
Yee, wishbone168@hotmail.com . Al Soo-Hoo alsoohoo@msn.com : $15 donation for singles, guests.
GSGV Monthly Meeting/Dinner. 2d Mon. May 9, 6 p Empress Harbor. 111 N. Atlantic, #305, Monterey Park. John Y.
Wong, jw@jwcommercial.com; Charles Mau, takmau888@gmail.com. $15 ea. All Lodges, all Members friends welcome.
So. CA. Times Bulletin night. 3rd (or 4th) Wed. Apr.27. Items due Sunday, May 22, 12N. To Kwok, Winston Wu, or Philip Young.
May 25, Jun. 22, Jul. 20, Aug. 17, Sep. 14TBD, Oct. 26. pyoung90012@gmail.com, wuwins@gmail.com.

Next dates

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Chinese American Museum (CAM). Tues.-Sun. 10a-3p. Free. El Pueblo Monument 425 N. Los Angeles St. (entrance on Sanchez
St.) Popup events: at http://camla.org . Til Oct: Tales of the Distant Past: Story of the Hong Kong and Chinese Diaspora (to North
America). A Tribute to the Tung Wah Group of Hospitals of Hong Kong. Save the date June 25-26 for “Family History Workshop” to
be held at CSU-LA. Later further details such as location and parking TBD cfhgsc@gmail.com or www.Chinesefamilyhistory.org. or
CAM. Will examine role of Chinese language, genealogy, and genealogy (in China) for beginners.
C.A.C.A. Art Collection on Display. All May at L.A. City Hall. Selected winners of "Delectable Delites" series on the Bridge at Los
Angeles' City Hall.

CA

Undiscovered Chinatown Series. Series. 1st Sat. May 7.10:30 am. Guided walking tours BID version. $20. 213-680-0243. With
CHINAWEEK. www.chinatownla.com
CHSSC, Wed. May 4, 6:30p. Castelar School Auditorium. 855 Yale St. Dr. (to be) Will Gow, Ph.D. candidate at UC Berkeley on “Chinese
American History.” Will is CHSSC’s own, a dedicated Chinatown volunteer when he was here. Free.
Felicia Lowe’s “Chinese Couplets: The Back Story”. Th. May 5. (sked reprise May 6) KCET. Check your TV schedule. Inquire: Munson Kwok
or Annie Yee. Lowe’s new prizewinning documentary film exploring four generations of women in her family, through Exclusion to her daughter.
Mothers’ Day. May 8
Honoring Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi Hosted by Rep. Judy Chu. Sun. May 15, 4p. Ocean Seafood, N. Atlantic Bl. MP. Fundraiser $150.
MP Library Foundation Centennial Gala. Th. May 19, 6p. Reception. 7p Luminarias, 3500 Ramona B, MP. Dinner. Fundraiser benefitting
Bruggemeyer Lib. Honoring Bro. Winston Wu. (Also Nancy Gilmore). Foundation president, Bro. Robert Gin. C.A.C.A. Tables, $65 per person.
Annie: wishbone168@hotmail.com. John or Charles: takmau888@gmail.com. Bob Gin: rlgin1@aol.com.
OCA-GLA's 4th Annual APA Trivia Night, May 19, 2016, Japanese American National Museum, Admission. Ticket
information: http://bit.ly/apatrivianight.
Filmmaker Arthur Dong San Marino Book Talk. Thu. May 19. 7p. Crowell Library, 1890 Huntington Dr. San Marino. Free
Armed Forces Day. May 21.
Chinese Family History Group (CFHGSC). Sat. May. 21@10a. L.A. Lodge, 415 Bamboo Ln. Free but join us. “Writing Family History
Stories”.
www.chinesefamilyhistory.org.
Workshop].

or http://goo.gl/GvAD9l.

Park Mandarin Plza, $5 or Bamboo Plaza. Program TBD. [See also CAM for Family History

